Students will analyze primary sources in the form of photographs of Abraham Lincoln in various stages of his life. Students will study the photos and sort them chronologically. Biographies about President Lincoln will be read and will be discussed with peers. Student groups will be provided with a single photograph and will analyze that image of President Lincoln. Based on information they have learned from the biographies, discussions and personal experiences the students will design and construct a memory box containing objects Lincoln may have saved during that particular period of his life.
---Standards------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Illinois Learning Standards: 1, 1.B.2a, C, 1.C.2a, 1.C.2b 2, B, 2.B.2a 4, A,. 4.A.2b, B,.4.B.2a,.4.B.2b, 5, C, 5.C.2b, 16, A, 16.A.2a, 16.A.2b, 16A2c, B, 16.B.2d For information on specific Illinois Learning Standards go to www. to the class, and explain contents. A scoring rubric for the memory box/scrapbook is attached. 5. An informal assessment of group participation may also be used for this portion of the learning experience.
Best Instructional Practices:
Teaching for Understanding Having students construct and then present memory boxes provides them with an opportunity to demonstrate an understanding of what was learned.
Literacy Instruction/Reading Comprehension Having students read a variety of Lincoln biographies and then use the information garnered to complete a KWL chart allows students to demonstrate comprehension.
Differentiated Instruction
The variety of tasks incorporated into the learning experience (photo analysis, sequencing, reading comprehension, group discussion, and project construction) demonstrate best practices in differentiated instruction. 
---Attachments---------------------------------------------------------------------------Library of Congress Resources

Box/ Container
An appropriate box or container used to hold items.
--Box or container is used to hold items, but does not fit the activity.
--
The memory items are not contained within a box or container.
Items
The memory box contains five or more items.
The memory box contains four items.
The memory box contains three items.
The memory box contains two items.
The memory box contains one item.
Historical Accuracy
All items are appropriate for the time period being analyzed.
Most items are appropriate for the time period being analyzed.
Some items are appropriate for the time period being analyzed.
Few items appropriate for the time period being analyzed.
None of the items are appropriate for the time period being analyzed.
Neatness
All materials constructed/ arranged in a neat and orderly fashion.
--Most materials constructed/ arranged in a neat and orderly fashion.
--Materials are constructed/ arranged in a sloppy manner. 
Presentation
